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I" :I: hlTF:UDUCT 1 Uh! 
technology has become an integral part of 
t. h E' ~:,-.up sr·· mEl!'· k E~t :i. n d u ~:;t:.lr..,/ • Innovations such as central 
warehouse automation, and Unlversal Price Code 
bf.:~c:urn:i. nq LOlnmCln aspects uf Clur supermarket 
tr··:i p. Although the corner grocery store may not show ~:~i Cjns 
of new technology, surely the huge supermarket down the road 
cannot hide that it is a product of the computer age. 
tlr·F!lnc:l t o~"~al'·· cI c: Omj':'l u t f?l'· aqE' t(;~chnCJ]. oqy i ~,~ C E:Y· t 1::\ :i. n ]. y 
appi:3.r·!:?nt :i n 
b (:0C CJmF~ a tl'·end" It :i. ~.;:; r·lot ob\/i ous· whethF~r·· 
advanced technology has spurred the growth of 
or whether the increasing size of supermarkets has i "'·1 :i. t i i:'lt E~d 
thi:? q~··o~···ji nq of 
supermarkets has been accompanied by new technology" 
the recent integration of scanning into 
supermarkets is making a notable impact on the i ndust.I'··/. ·ThE' 
numerous benefits derived from scanning can be applied to a 
store of any size. the costs of scanning must 
b(·,·~ i:1t 1 ea~:;t the savlngs in a reasonable 
dmount: of t:i In (.::.' • At what sales volume do the costs 
sci::.... nni nq convert into savings? Are larger stores more cost 
a cost difference due to 
scanners between independents and c:hi::li n~:,'? do thE':
 
:i. mp 1 '1' for· t hf:~
 
supermarket industry? This paper pursues possible answers
 
-for these questions. 
In the second section, 1 will 
tF:"c:hnoloqicc.~l advancements in the supermarket industry, 
thE' hi <::;'l: Dr"" y o"f change in the supermarket i ncJu~.::.t.I"""Y off (01'""~'::" 
clues about the future. will construct my model and 
cli~:;:.. cu;::"s my date'\ .. Uut:l':;:"(0qu~'?ntly, I will report. the results to 
SUPPC)!.."t t. h ("? hypothesis that tf:1chnology is in,::\klnq 
~::" i q n i +i c: e\n t :i n t. h E~ ~:~up E'r"" me\,r" k f.0t t.oday .. FUI'""thE~I'"" , 
cClncll..l~sion~.::. be drawn to explain the empirical t.E~st 
1'" E~SU 1 t ~;:, .. And finally, interesting topics for future research 
will be suggested. 
I I. j"-11 ~"n"m(l 
The grocery business is in a constant state ot change. 
Even before the supermarket was called a grocery store, it 
was called the general store .. d..L"' J. "'" 
the basic necessities durinq the cracker barrel
 
and potbellied stove.
 
harnesses, clothing, and staple foods, the general store is
 
thouqht to be the ancestor of the modern supermarket.
 
items were stored bulk in barrels or kE~pt.
 
behind the counter from which the grocer would
 
at.tention and service, and 
customer credit embodied the tradition of the general store. 
These same traditions were carried forward by the more 
stores and meat "fhi 5 
"',) 
specialization was made possible by increased demand 
pDpul i::\ti CJn ur"banization. inc I'" E-\';:\ ~Sf?d 
specialization in food items set these new markets apart from 
the general store. Nevertheless, personal attention remained 
prevalent in these stores. 
(.ib CH.,l t 1912, few southern California food 
bf?qan to their stores as 
possible by innovative packaging techniques, the 
concept was the most significant advancement leading to tht'".! 
'The officii"l intr'ocll..lction t.o 
service was at the now famous Piggly Wiggly store of Clarence 
Uaund€-"'" ~:. in Memphis in 1916.[1J However,it was in the West, 
with its favorable climate, mobility by automobile, low larid 
P J'" i c E\~:;, took hold. B'/ 
self-service had been established as an improved means 
of {DOel C:'lppeal i ng both <:\nel tel 
proprietors as well, and its acceptance was the first step in 
increasing productivity through a labor-saving technique.l2J 
An	 interesting concept surfaced in 1919, when Henry Ford 
the first of many Ford StOI'''€-!S." 
were constructed mainly to serve Ford Motor employees 
but were open to the public as well. 'ThE\ 
characteristics of these outlets were their \lO 1 ume ~ 
wide product assortment, private labels, and an order picking 
and assembly system similar to mass production which provided 
for grocery prices up to thirty percent lower than Detroit 
thE'? 
::::; 
-to boycott Ford vehicles, which led 
Ford to close his stores in 1927. This specific format never 
and large volume supermarkets did not qain 
popularity until the 1930's.[3J 
'T"(:':chnol oq i c<::,\l advance in supermarkets was influenced by 
the emerqence of national markets. s~.i nee 
the end of the Civil War, the railroads were expanding across 
the United States. By rail, consumers were offered a variety 
of products from all over the nation instead of only from 
1 DC Ed. suppliers and producers. This was beneficial to the 
c eln ~;U(H(~r- except for the hiqh information costs involved. 
oc: c: UI'''''"' (;?d of 
authenticating institutions developed. i n S~ t: i t uti on ~:; 
staked their reputation on reducing risks to the consumer bv 
guaranteeing that any new brand or new product that they put 
on the market met a given standard. Hence, 
such as Singer Sewing Machines. Soon to follow, 
s t 01'" E.', J. :I. ke 1"'lal'''~";hi:\l J. F~'i el d:' ~; 
with established common quality, conditions 
of credit, and delivery of goods sold under their roof.[4J 
11any of today's largest chains or 
century.lSJ The Great 
Atlantic and Pacific Tea Company was the first food chain in 
Originally, George Huntington Hartford and George 
F. Ui ], mi::\l') bouqht. imported tea by the shipload to sell at 
B'y' 1. U ~.::.i 0 ~! E'nouqh 
business to justify opening retail outlets in New York City. 
..
 
A line of qroceries had been added by 1865, and the chain 
included twenty-five stores. In 1880, A & P celebrated its 
100th grand opening. In lE372, another early food chain 
started was the Jones Brothers Tea Company, later to be named 
the Grand Union Company. The Grand Union is one of the 
larQest retail grocery companies today. Still even before 
the turn of the century, B.H. Kroger formed the Great Western 
Tea Company. Today, the firm carries the Kroger Company 
title and is the second largest food chain in the country.[6J 
Chain stores applied the brand name concept to retailing 
also by assuring customers of reliability through their size 
and regional or national reputation. Although the format of 
the individual retail grocery store remained unchanged 
through the period 1910-1920, there was a high rate of growth 
in chain organizations. 
Chains had many advantages over independent retailers. 
Centralized administrative control and vertical integration 
with wholesaling and manufacturing operations reorganized the 
entire supply system and resulted in major cost savings for 
them. In some cases, chains controlled suppliers by placing 
huge bulk orders, which resulted in sizeable discounts. 
Other suppliers refused to grant discounts to chains in order 
to maintain favorable relations with their independent 
customers. Even without the price break, chains could save 
on costs through efficient distribution networks and by 
centralizing inventories. 
At times, customers found the chain stores less friendly 
-neighborhood stores. P, for example, opened 
grocery stores that operated on a strictly II c~:~s;h 
and C <:\I"'\''' y II basi s,·. Although this policy saved the customers 
money indirectly through lower product prices, consumers were 
to having delivery and credit services avallable to 
th(·:-~m .. []J Nevertheless, improved communi ci=,ti on 
tl'" .::\nSpDr.. tat ion gl'''E2at.l y thE' 
compE't it i ve of c:h.::\i ns noni ntel:!ri::'\t.E'~d 
independents led to an increasing number of chains. In 1910!1 
there were 2000 chain stores. this 
had increased to 80,000, conducting 
one-third of the nation's retail food business.[8J 
()long with thE> r":i. Sf..? in chains came the ql'''olo'Jth of 
cooperative and voluntary wholesalers .. A cooperative retail 
is an organization which functions as a 
or- con d uc t. ~:;, ot. h f:?r- functions cooperatively. 
These not-for-profit organizations are run for the benefit of 
pr-ovi cii nq -form 
horizontal and retail integration. 
~3imil'::H-ly, thE> voluntary retail chain is a of 
:i nclepf!:!nclE~nt. for" 
buying, and other production functions. In 
contrast to a cooperative, however, voluntary chains operate 
+or pr"o+i.t, but are still founded on the mutual bE?nE-~+ i ts 
received by funct.ioning in an int.egrated manner. [9J Pll thouqh 
independent.s are increasing a+-filiation i.n order to 
some 0+ the advantaQes of the inteQrated operation of chains, 
-they are still most likely at a cost disadvantage. 
because independent affiliation is voluntary, the affiliates 
do not act as a whole unit, thel"'e no 
central management team with authority over the members, as 
there is in a chain, to assure complete vertical integration. 
'- JFor- E'::-: ainp . F:, the buying manager at Jewel's headquarters 
work out a price break with Coke. All Jewels, then, are told 
Coke will be this week's sales item, i::\nd b'/ follo\.'Jinq 
directions, each Jewel partakes in the sale. 
Certified Grocers, a cooperative, the buying manager may work 
out the same deal with Coke, but, in thi~::, ca~:.(,", not all 
members of the cooperative may take ~dvantaQe of the deal and 
is no control over whether the members will put Coke 
on sale this week. Also, there are a number of independents 
who are ~ot affiliated in and 
vertically integrated at all. 
concept was developed elul"'i nq 
1920's--the combination store. This was not the combination 
which is defined as a food anel drug store in 
thE! same retail unit. The combination at that time j oi nC:'?d 
fresh meats, fresh fruits and vegetables, dairy products, and 
dry groceries together under one roof. Store size doubled as 
the industry took advantage of improvements in communication, 
transportation, and refrigeration.[iO] 
'ThE' 01''' i qi n 0+ t:,he lo'JDI'-c! il~"Llpel"'m':::\I'" ket Ii i ~', ob<:;c::ur-E~, but: t.hE' 
appearance is associated \'\Ii t.h 
Markets, Inc::orporated, which in [:i nc::i nr'lc"t i 
-:[ (:/::::;::~,. L :I. :I. JbeL:) i rtfl :i. r'lL) 
claims that the first supermarket opened in 
the name of King Kullen Grocery Company, t.he 
direction of Michael Cullen, which grew to fifteen stores in 
its first six years.l:l.2J f:;temmed 
haul groceries about the store. His innovation evolved into 
the shopping cart of today. It. to 
o·f today has undergone many transformations in 
order to reach its current state. 
l\iith El;<parlel:i. nq E~conomy ~ thE' 
grew both in numbers of stores and in 
the size of individual stores. Whereas in 1932 there existed 
300 supermarkets, supermarkets existed, and 
todi::"\y', 1. ::.:i2, OO(i chai n~.;, independents, and convenience stores 
are in existence.C13J fhe once dominant conventional for"mi:lt 
of supermarkets has adapted to accommodate the changing needs 
of modern society. of lo'Jor" k i nq lo'Jomen 
and rising fooel costs, supermarkets have become larger, 
efficient and more accessible during evenings and weekends. 
Convenience stores cater to rushed workers. Comb i n<"\t i Oil 
food and drug stores, superwarehouses, and now hypermarkets, 
all compete for the busy~ one-stop shopper. C)J'" 
From an industry which once flourished due to an I::?vel'"' -­
increasing rate of population growth, retail food outlets now 
face a different marketplace. Slowed population growth duE' 
---.-­
~-\IClt'-- kin q mDthf:?I'''~:, c: omb i n F~ci 
average sales per store have forced stores to find 
their niche in the market in order to compete for sales. 
Dl.lI'- i n q inflationary bind on consumers dl.W :i. ng th ..0 
late 1970's, stores drove prices down in order to gain market 
A slimmer profit margin provided motivation for the 
dE'VE'lopmE?nt of cost-savinq techniques such as central rnE~ c:i t. 
pr"oC:E!~:;s:;i ng, warehouse automation, and Universal Price Code 
(UF'C) s;cc:\nning. 
technology has embraced 
supermarket and has turned consumers' shopping trips into a 
experience different from what it used to bE! . In 
order to survive in America's fast-paced, highly competitive 
marketplace, supermarkets must do everything well, not just a 
fE!~'J thing~:;. As Business Week puts it, 
of t.hf:~ qui c k <"Wid the dE'ad." I:: 14 J 
rewards go the innovators, the risk-takers, while trouble 
befalls those companies t.hat lag behind. 
t.he of 
E:vE'I"yt.hi ng from motor oil to videocassettes t.o 
food to film processing are being offered thl'-ough 
t.hE\ ~~~:i. nql E:~ I'" ..·?ti:\:i.l uutlet of t.he ~::;upel'''mdr''kE!t . 'rh E!~7,~e 
superstores accounted for 14% ot the nation's supermarkets in 
only 9% of supermarkets carried the 
i.n 
hypermarkets.1::15J 
Hypermdrkets, which cover more than 100,000 square feet, 
everything from lawnmowers to computers. thE! 
first gIant stores in the U.S., Bigg's in Cincinnati, was the 
bl.\per" 
and Euromarche-- a chain of hypermarkets throughout 
France, where the name originated. The store generates about 
$2 million in weekly sales of approximately 70,000 items. .L'I' n 
contrast, the average supermarket carrles about 15,000 
and rings up $175,000 weekly.[ib] 
Chains are becoming privy to the key to success for many 
independents--service locali.ty. 
~··ji th Ralphs Grocery Company of Cincinnati will 
openinq fourteen-l00,000 square foot Ralphs Giant stores in 
SUl..lthf2r"n Cc:\ 1 i +Olr' n i C\ • Although items will be displayed il"l 
boxes and customers will bag their own C) t..· oc: er- i E:'~:~, 
~,~t:i.ll be offering a number Clf of l..lll ....·~';:·f:·~I .... vic E' 
Bakeries, delicatessens, and fish counters will 
bE! PEI!"'t. c:)f tl'1E') s;hoppi nq '.... oute. independent retailers 
will space near the checkout lanes to sell f r" OZ E·' f') 
yOqUI,.. t·. , cookies, and costumE' jewelry. 
C i::\ t E:?r- to the ethnicity of the area they service. In 
lDc';:il:i.tiE'~" witt·.., 1 dl'''q(=:) pop u 1 at i r.:H·l~-:', 
provide freshly made tortillas and popular Mexican brands of 
'food" Other stores may large Vietnamese or Japanese 
~;,ec t i on ~:~. L 1'7 J ~,:;tl'- i vi f'lq to put 
personality back into the shopping trip while maintaining the 
advantages of shopping at a large store. 
convE'ni f'::'nCf:,:' at tlr' act i nq inOI'''e mOI'''e 
10 
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Because convenience is attracting more and more 
customers, the big chains are also being innovative with 
For example, Safeway~ as well as many other 
chains, are keeping majority of their stores open around 
the clock.C1B] Yet another service innovation is the debit 
machine which would reduce cash purchases and bank 
transaction costs.[19J In the New England region, Hannaford 
Brothers uses talking computers to tell shoppers where to 
locate a certain item.C20] Further, in order to compete with 
the fast-food industry, which eats into supermarket sales, 
retailers are also offering a variety of take-out foods, 
salad bars, and hot and cold delicatessens. Also, convenient 
precooked meats are outselling raw meats by wide margins in 
some stores. For example, Kroger offers a line of (Jvey" 
thirty-five precooked meats that can be heated up in the 
microwave in minutes.[21J The success of the counterattack 
against fast-food competition can be seen in the fact that 
1986 was the first year since 1980 that supermarket sales 
increases of increases 
1.3%in the fast-food industry. [22J 
An innovative, yet unproven technology, termed 
electronic retailing, can provide convenience to shoppers by 
turning a supermarket into a hypermarket without the costs. 
Professor Robert L. Miller, came up with the idea of creating 
a free-standing computer, called a kiosk, that would do the 
duty of a portable catalog showroom, selling hardgoods at 
discounts of 20% to 40%. Rini Supermarkets, a member of 
1 1 
•
 
Stop-n-Shop, bought kiosks to place near their high-traffic 
bakery departments. They found that the kiosks brought 
people in because they broadened what the store had to offer. 
Hini Supermarkets receives 5% of the gross sales per unit, 
which could pay for the $5000 machine in a year or less.[23] 
at the distribution 
demonstrating its worth. If a shopper drinks a sour sip of 
mi 1 k ~I h;;? ~·'Ji.l. 1. demand a refund--or worse, s~-\J :i. t c h ~:_~t 01'- e~:,. 
?~nnu<:\l spoilage losses can cost the retail grocer up to 
of the value of perishables like dairy and fish 
pl'''oduc:t~.:;. [:~~4] who could solve the spoilage 
problem would clearly have a competitive edge. Now, a system 
created by firms such as LifeLines Technology and I-Point 
Techno} oq:i. E\~::., Ltd. claims to have resolved the problem. 
time/temperature monitor system keeps watch continuously on 
the n·:,:mc~i n i nq ~:::.hE'lf"·"life of t.hE~ 
thr-ouqhout the distribution chain. op f2n-'-datinq 
pl'- ac: t. iCE's,. temperature checks .•. are inadequate 
because they fail to take into account fluctuations in 
temperature that invariably occur in c:liS;.t.I'-ibutiDn, " 
I-·-F'oint. [2~5] Although current.ly a very 
expensive proposition, temperature monitoring may be a 
qrowing market due to the competitive edge it can give to 
retailers in satisfying consumers' increasinq demands for 
Eventually, it may become more costly not to take 
advant~ge of the monitors than to use them. 
In the next decade, it is possible that debit machines 
..
 
will become as common as checks. Or perhaps someday all 
warehouses will consider spoilage monitors to be given. 
Whether or not these advancements are made remains to be 
seen .. However, technology is now making its presence known 
at the checkout counters, in the warehouse, and on every 
shelf in the supermarket through the phenomena of scanning. 
Scanners are those computerized checkout machines that read 
the bar code on the can of soup or on the box of cereal. 
More than half of America's supermarkets are equipped with 
scanners, and at least one out of four uses central 
computer system to help operate the business. Interestingly, 
according to Supermarket News, on the average, 51% of chain-
store operated supermarkets have scanning, while only 40% of 
independently operated stores use scanning. 
Although scanning is sometimes viewed as common today, 
it is a very recent innovation. While scanning actually hit 
the market in 1978, the technology did not take hold until 
about 1983. Additionally, it was not until a year or two ago 
that the myriad of information retrievable with scanning 
began to be processed and used to make a supermarket more 
efficient. 
In 1978, the implementation of scanning could partially 
be called the result of cost-push inflation and increased 
competition. Due to the oil embargo of OPEC nations in the 
early seventies, almost all prices in general began to rise. 
With the increased squeeze on the dollar, workers demanded 
higher salaries which spilled over into rising supply prices, 
13
 
and cost-push inflation. The comblnatlon of higher wages and 
slowed population growth made competition increasingly tight. 
Management could not cut back too far on the quality of their 
they were forced to take all measures to 
reduce costs in order to retain market share and to cotnpett? 
t.hE~ customl::"?I"'s;' decreased purchasing power. In 
• 
service became the object of cost reduction. 
stores such as Pick N' 
,::\nd it took many 
i:{dj u!:;t.mf?nt~,; i{nd a ~:;iqni+icant cost thE' 
customer could accept taking product directly from cardboard 
boxes and bagging his/her own groceries. 
stores tried central meat processing~ 
because the beef is pre-cut and pre-processed. 
features helped to cut on expensive unionized 
Personal produce weighing began to phase out. 
costs continued to rise over the capital of 
installing scales at the front-end 
methods were helpful in cutting costs, but 
the early eighties~ ~'Ji.th
 
revolution needed to occur--thus, the birth of scanning.
 
lr'lit:i.ally, scanning resulted in labor savings and then 
mushroomed into a variety of cost reductions in other 
ThE' fllCJ s; t, obvious benefit of scanners came at t.hE? chE~ckout 
e: Dun t G?r" . Unly a CT ac ker' J ae: k COLd d compet.e on iH1 
electronic register with t.he t.wenty-five to thirty items per 
minute which can be processed using scanners. 
-an average cashier falls substantially on1'/ 
bEli ng ablE' to chE!ck between twelve and fifteen items 
mi nut:E~. [::-::6] In ,''-'Idel it: ion t.o t.hE? quickf.'?r- cl""(-"fck:i ng 1'- E;\ t. E-~ , 
~::·C:<3nni nq reduces training t :i. mE-~ 
training costs due to the easy operation of scanners. 
E'\/E-!n qreater possibility for labor savinqs, though, :i.':S the 
reduced time that stockers spend pr- i c:i ng goods or changing 
Pi'"' i CE~~::.• Through the bar code pricing system, prices are not. 
marked on each individual item but are programmed into a main 
computer" . Customers are informed of prices by display signs 
On the front end, costs are further reduced. 
the time that scanning was first i mpl E'rnE'nt.ecl In 
until about 1986, labor savings were the only way in 
s;tOF'E!~:; t.ook advantage of scanning. 'rhs IllDunc:l::; [)-{': 
detailed information <,),\1 a 1 1 ab 1('2 thr"ough 
seemed to be a useless by-"'pr"ocluct of the scanninq process. 
HCJ\t,I(·?V (·?r- , due to increasingly tough competition lt~ithin t.he 
last t.wo years, management. has bequn t.o study, and 
manipulate the information t.hat available to them 
scanning's benefits have far outreached 
j, t.~; ini.t.ial. E!;': p (::~c t: at :i. on~:; 
i r: VE'n t. 01.... Y cont.I'''ol ~I a1 :I. oc.:-;\t. 1 Dn, and ~H" cJC1 Llc t 
c:hDic:E~" [2]] 
The scanning process in a complete d i st.r" :i. but :i. Dn chain 
call reduce costs both i:\t lev~=:l at t.hE~ 
the chain net.work can best. utilize 
all phases of the scanning F'i 1'·51.: ~I 
to c1. 
•
 
computer, usually located at either a chain's headquarters or 
at a cooperative's base. The data include sales records from 
checkout stands, data on product delivery schedules, employee 
and the lenqth of time products 
in warehouses before being shipped out to 
the numbers are tallied, 
order to aid in decision making on which products to carry, 
how and where to display them, and how to make their storage 
and delivery more efficient. 
determine which brands of pickles make the most money i:,nd 
then cut back on the least profitable or unprofitable brands. 
The computer can be used to make estimates in determining how 
profitable a new of pickles might be. 
might al',:;o ~:;U.f)qE.'~::.t that products would be more efficiently 
d :i. n::~ct 1 y to the stores than passed thr"Clu.qh 
central warehouse first. Once headquarters draws conclusions 
based on the numbers, it sends its I" E.'CClmmenc:l at:i on ~-::. back tD 
to warehDuse managers. These instructions, 
include detailed layout of 
showing the store manaqer where to position the 
up to 1.7,000 items carried by supermarkets. 
sometimes even include the pricing of the goods. [28J 
combinc:\tion of scanning and a type o~ 
which utilizes individual produ.ct profit calculations, called 
eli r-E'ct pl'''Oc:!uct pr"of i tB\b:i.1 i t.y has opened the eyes of 
Th2 concept of DPP was born in the 
- -- -- - - - ----- --------. 
bu.-/:. it until 1 <:~:30:' ~=, thdt th(;? CD~:.i:. of the 
mainframe computer fell enough to allow the concept to catch 
on. DF'P analysis can identify which i t. ,2m'", 
pl'- of i t. offers clues on how to aid the situation. 
times, the results are surprising. For example, house brands 
compared with faster­
moving, better advertised name brands. Also, paper products 
with buJ k i nE'~::,S~ pOD'.... 
Although stores must. sell toilet paper, DPP analysis suggests 
limiting C)+ bt"'e-:ind~s aVDiciinf) 
advertising campaigns for these items. [29J 
Along with the losers, there are some unexpected winners 
surprisingly a big profit boost. Unce considered too costly 
to high energy prlces, frozen goods actually outdo thE' 
qr" DC f2r"'y" :i, t£?ffi of the:i.r" high 
me-:ir- kup~, .. C~;O J F'r"oduc:ts delivered directly to the store such 
and maQazines bring in higher 
profits t.han previously suspected because store employees are 
not used to stock them.[31J 
IrJ i t I", the possession of all this scanninQ data, 
can be of great use to manufacturers .. The numbers generated 
th,"-ough Ce-:iJ"i be to In an u -{ ac: t u,.... F!r" ~:", or" 
through the use of 
ch~~:~c:: k c: eo' I'" cI ~,; to \/Cj 1un t <",t- Y 
c:: U <,:" t D rn E' ,.... ~::. ~! data can be retrieved about thE~ 
II 
or about the type of products that are bought 
together. The number of uses for scanrling data far exceeds 
those listed above. In short, the utilization of scanning 
data results in cost reductions that easily surpass initial 
estimates. 
In some cases, it appears that scanning has now become a 
For example, in the Northeast, unemployment 
figures are at their lowest in years. Employers struggle to 
find employees to work in supermarkets for a wage that would 
keep the stores competitive. In Boston, specifically, the 
unemployment level is approximately 3%, which is below 
normal level of unemployment. The going wage for a 
supermarket worker in the region is between $12 to $20 per 
hour. Stores, such as Stew Leonard's in Stamford, 
Connecticut, have to bus people in from lower income areas in 
order for their stores to function properly. Therefore, it 
is evident that any labor saving device in stores with such 
high labor costs is welcome. [32J 
III. THE MODEL 
J+ seems evident that the use of scanning can result in 
labor savings, as well as some further saving. However, are 
these cost savings significant? Furthermore, does the fact 
18 
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that a g~eater percentage of chain stores than independents 
thi:'\t Chi::l:l n Clp ('21..·· at. i on ,3 bettf=~t·· 
organized to take advantaqe of the cost savings of 
I hypothesize that use of scanning dCles in fact produce 
significant cost savings over non-scanning stores, 
c:ha.i n~::· significant cost. adVi:":\ntElg~:? O\/E~r' 
My hypothesis also claims that larger stores 
do experience lower average costs than smaller stores. 
I began by estimating 
The fIrst cost curve, Tel, represented the 
a tr·aditionE\l (equipped only with 
electronic registers), and the second cost e5timation~ TC2, 
represented the costs for a scanning store. 
were estimated using three measures of cost in a 5upermarket­
- inventClry cost, I abo,"· CD'::;t~! <":l.r,d cE:\pi t.,,·, 1 co~::.t. 
E·:!quatl.on IS: 
(1) Te - inventory cost + labor cost + capital cost 
If is a significant cost advantage to scanning, 
tc.1tc:\1 costs for a scanner store will s.;ignificantly 
total stot··I;;:! . 
independents experience a cost disadvantage, total 
costs for the independents will be significantly higher than 
chains' costs. If larger stores ave more cost efficient, then 
average costs of the smaller stores will be higher 
those of the large~ stores. 
-estimated with data for independents and 
grouped by five different 
i n\/E)ntor··y c::u~':.t~;, 
holdings at the different sales 
mult.iplied the cost of holding that :i. n \/Fi!n t. 01'·· y" 
figures were taken from the trade magazine, Supermarket News. 
Inventories are assumed to be constant between scanning and 
nOli ····s:·c ann i. nq stores because the data did not 
i nver·ltDr·y <:;:. c: c·:\ r·, n :i n Cl non·_·:;cdnni nq 
most risk-free rate of return, 
t t···II'·· ~:;!E······mCln t. h bill E:\ pi'·· [) >: '/ +or·· t h E:~ 
oppcw·tuni ty co~;t of hClldinq ·f····bi 11 
corresponding tD the timeliness of the data from the Federal 
Reserve Bulletin the inventory cost 
:i. ~:::. ~ 
(:Z) i nVf2nt.o!'·y c::o~::.t ..... (i I·l···/E·r·, t. 01'·· Y \/a.I UE:') (. UU~:'j) 
Furthermore, the labor cost variable was also assumed to 
between scanning and non-scanning stores. Th E:.~ 
of full-time equivalents at each sales 1 e··../e 1 
IHul tip 1 i E)d l·' ... 'I'j the averaqe wage 0+ supermdrket employees 
the time, or $7.36 per hour. A full-time equivalent, in this 
is equal to one full-time employee or two pal'··t.····t :i. me 
The data on the number of full-time equivalents 
by Supermarket News, lrJhi:l. f;~ thE"~ i::\ \!E!!'·· "'leI 2 
-estimate came from Standard and Poor's Industry Surveys. To 
annualize the wage, the numbers of hours in a full-time week, 
40, number of weeks per year, addi.7.)d. 
Thu:; , the equation for the labor cost 
1 abor" co~".t..... ( :1* o·f +u.ll ...,t: i mE~ e qu i ....' c~ 1. E!n t =::.) (~~ '7 • :~;b) 
For the final variables in the total cost equation, the 
construction is a bit more complex. The same inventory costs 
and wage costs were used for both the tl'''i:),cJi ti on,::~l ""lnc! 
But to di·::;;tinqu:l<::;h in 
L
.( r· i::l .. ), , " ). [)n i:'I ..cc),pi tEll d' t . '1 chc.'ck out i~\n c:I 
1 estimated two total cost curves, T'e::: 1 
·rc:;;::. When estimatinq the capital costs, I 
the Tei equation, all the stores were using the traditional 
while in the TC2 equation, I assumed that all 
stores were equipped with scanners. I also assumed that the 
of checklanes did not vary between scanning and 1"·101"1·.... 
~:;cann i nq the' c1i::'ltEl on t.hf2 average number of 
in each sales category for both independents ~':\nd 
chains was extracted from Supermarket News. 
In order to qenerate cost data for scanners, I created a 
it out to sc::anninq 
manufacturers. (See Appendix Bl I received completed surveys 
+i V'€·:~ of th(':.' 
i.. ·! E' FJ 1"- C) \/ :i. c! E: cJ the data on per register 
I 
.'"-;: -l 
.,: .. J. 
--_._-------------------------. 
costs for both scanning and electronic registers. 
gave me the estimated life for both types of registers and 
the estimated cost savinqs due to scanning. 
consider the cost of a traditional electronic 
register, 54000 per checklane. this figure multiplied 
by the average number of checklanes for each sales level 
produces the total capital cost. In order to annualize this 
cost, the total cost must be divided by the average life of 
th,,,' E'qui prof.>r·,t .. stores generally tend to remodel in ten year 
cycles which would be when they would modernize their 
Due to this remodeling cycle, ten years was used 
as the average 
traditional register cost, the average total register cost is 
di\lic:l£-?d by t.F:~n y,::~al'···::;. 
variable, capital cost 1, was constructed with the equation= 
Combining the three formulas for inventory cost, 
(·?qui=.It 3. on 
l'C1 ... ( .. OB~5) (invf5:'ntc.il'··/ v<':illu,?!) +- ( *1: of full··-time 
E~qL.li \/<:'11 ""fits;) (~h"7. :~:;6) (·<:i·(;) (~::j:2:) +. ($1.1·000) (4:!: of 
by dividing both sides by total sales, 
-(1C1 ..... L (.Oi3:::'j) (inver"d:.c:.r··y ···/",dU~:2) -+- (~:j: c::.+ +ull--timp 
~::~ qu ivaI (·?n t:.~;) (~~4(00) (:1:1' 
of checklanesl!(10)]/total sales 
the cost of scanners. 
kinds 0+ scanners--the hand-held wand scanner 
thE" c: oun t:. 1::21"· ·_··moun t ed 
is mainly uspd in stores which have a smaller number 
of 1tE'm·:;:; pf=~r·· clothinq 
thp counter-mounted scanner is best utilized in 
stores with a high number of items per transaction, likE' 
T~;U.PE.\lr·m",\I'··ket. Thu~:; , ... used the cost of a c Dun t F!I'·· ·_··mount F:.'d 
The per checklane CDst of a scanner with all thr:::~ 
capabilities Df creating the information discussed earlier is 
This figure was multiplied by the averaqe number CJ+ 
checklanes per store at each sales level. Plq","t:i. n, 
stores tend to remodel or reformat every ten years, and it is 
during that remodeling that checklanes are upd<:,\tE~d , 
t€·?n years was used as the average life span. 
tD an annualized scanner cost, ~,.c:: ,,;\n n E.'r·· 
cost per store was divided by ten years. 
i£:\ phone conversation with D,,:\ t ac h f.':.'C k elr • ,. ~:; 
Seventer, I discovered that, Dn the average, scanning saves a 
of which is attributable to 
labor savings and 1 and 1/2% of which 1S attributable to all 
------
in order to demonstrate that 
scanners reduce costs, I deducted 2% of annual sales from the 
annual cost of scanners. the formula for the annual 
capital cost of scanning is~ 
(}) capit.Ell CD<;;t :2 ..., I: ($6~:iOO) (tl: of chec::klEln(?,s) / (10) j',,,
 
(. (2) (i.:\nnual ~~,.al e~';.) .
 
By joining the three equations together, 
total cost of a scanning store, TC2, is~ 
[ ($6::iOO) (:j:!: 
of c:hec:kIE•. r1c·:?".;)/(lO) ..·.. (.02) (ElnnuEll :;all,~<5) J 
In acldit:i.on, can be derived by 
dividing both sides of the former equation by annual sales. 
E'qU1Vi:,,:Lf:?nt~;:;) (:'l5)' .. :~:;6) (ll·O) (~52) + ( ('$6500) (.jj: 
of cl"'JE'ckl,::\nE'::;) ;' (1()) ) .". (. (2) (i:\""lnu2\1 s:.ii.\l es) ] 
and AC2 equations, the cost advantage 
of scanning and higher volume can be seen graphically. 
sales being the independent variable and average cost as the 
dependent varlable, it appears that the use of scanning 
in 
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to support that the cost 
statistically significant~ a regression must be run. 
regression~ the Tel and TC2 variables must be combined into a 
~::,.inqJ.f.? dE~penclE':nt V,"\I..··ic:lblE~~ "t.otalc::os".t:.". (bF.:?E\ {~ppendi>: D) 
equation permits the rest of the hypothesis to be tested with 
thE.' dclditiun of t"'JO dummy V,;:\I'" :i. c:lb 1 E"",. ThE.' clummy 
betv~E?E'n 
scanning ancl non-scanning stores; 1 representing non-scanning 
stores and 0 representing scanning stores. If scanner-using 
stores are more efficient, thE~ c oE~·f·f i c:: i F.:~nt t C) t h i ~~ eI UflHJl'l 
variable will be positive and significant. Then~ by creating 
Vc:lj'"'idbJE', Ii i n/chi::,i n " ~ 
between independents and chains can be tested. 
are represented by 1 and chains with () .. 
experience significantly higher thE' 
this variable should dlso bf::! pO~".J.ti""lE' 
~~iqnificclnt. The sales variable was also included in the 
regression in Dreier to remove the pattern of higher costs for 
progressively higher rhu!s~ the compl f2tE? 
regression to run in order to test my hypothesis is: 
.; 10) t.ot:al c:os.;t:::BO +- B 1 (NoUc /~:;c:) +- + 
u::::; ( ~::.a 1 £,20:;) +E' 
•
 
In the regression, 81, 82, and 83, are the coefficients which 
estimate the Influence of the variables, (NoSe/Se), 
(in/chain), respectively, on total cost. Now 
that the model has been explained, the results ean be 
reported and conclusions can be formed. It must be noted 
that the costs were roughly approximated due to data 
limitations. Therefore, the results may be indicative rather 
than decisive. 
IV. REGRESSION AND RESULTS 
The results of the average cost curve analysis support 
the hypothesis well. The average cost curve representing 
scanning is considerably lower than the curve corresponding 
to non-scanning stores. The cost advantage to scanning is 
further supported by the regression results. The cost 
advantage of size is not quite as clear. It appears that 
there 1S a considerable drop in average cost between the 
sales volumes of $2-$4 million and $4-$6 million. Beyond 
that sales level, the cost advantages seem to remain 
constant. However, there may be another considerable drop in 
average cost, beginning in the 510-512 million sales 
category. This additional drop in average cost is hinted at 
by the seemingly low average cost for the chain store using 
26
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scanning with sales volume between S10 and $12 million. 
The results to the regression support pi'tr·t. 
<'11 thouqh they do not support Et.l 1 of 
The results to the regression read: 
( 10) totalcost= -95502.07 + l38295.00(NoSc/Sc)+ 
55187.30(in/chain)+236261.0l (sales) 
(:~;:I. • 70C(2)') 
Dur" b :i. n ·--irJa t ~::;Dn stat i ':"t i c:::. 
Adjusted R-Squared= 0.981624 
Standard error= 94246.63 
The numbers in the parentheses are t-statistics designating 
of significance of the coefficients. 
coefficient, 138295.00, is interpreted to mean that costs are 
million dollar in the 
average supermarket that does not use scanning than for those 
ThE? t.···_(:;ti;.iti~::;t:i.c, is significant at the 
1 e'v'€::' 1 , which means that the influence of scanning 
costs is very significant. In tUt···n, th l:") B::~; c(Jt=~f f i c i f:?n t:., 
means that chains experience 555,187.30 
costs per million dollars on 
The t-statistic corresponding to B3 is 1.30936 
and is significant 
c1 i ++el'"(?!nc E' nut 
statistically significant at the 5% level. 1he Durbin-Watson 
statistic[34J is a little low, meaning that there may be a 
pattern in the data not measured by the coefficients above. 
A very good fit to the data was achieved, shown by the high 
adjusted R-Squared, 0.981624. Overall, the results were very 
although not completely supportive C.1f my 
• 
IV. CONCLUSIONS AND DIRECTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH
 
current state of the supermarket industry, as well as for the 
futur-f.'=!" The stores which are experiencing a very significant 
cost advantage are those stores utilizing scanning. 
be seen by viewing the average cost curves in Appendix A, as 
well as bv the significant, positive regression coefficient. 
Not is the scanning curve lower than the non-scanning 
CU''"'VE;', but average costs seem to decrease dramatically 
between the sales level of $2-4 million and that 0+ '$4··_·6 
millior"l" It may be that there are economies of scale, 
as bulk discounts that are the cause of this decrease" Or 
the economies caused by scanning may be contributing to this 
theory could be tested by 
•
 
dumm'/ representing the influence of on t.he 
magnitude of savings due to scanning. dUE! to tl"'ie 
c on ~::. t.\'". a i n i r"I q range of the data, this theory was not tested. 
believe that the savings due to scanning would be InC:WF! 
,::lppal'"ent. This is bE!cause once a supermarket becomes largE! 
enough to justify the Implementation of a mainframe computer 
in t.I·"I[-\ back t"'ooin, the per-register cost becomes much 
en in :i. mid :' 
+:i. gUI"'E~ tllc.',t. was used for t.he stores in the relevant 
Plppc:\t·"ent.l '/, fYlEln'/ stores have realized this 
csi qn:i. f i Ci:":lr'lt cc.\mb:i. n,,:\ti on b f'2 C C':\ U ;:; E~ 
volume increases for both independents and chains, there is a 
gr" E:,C:\ t E!I'" elf stores which employ ~'.canni ng. If 
havt-? of t.his 
:i. t would partially explain the trend 
increasingly greater 
There are problems associated with larger size, 
be a fairly large size market that ~;;up!=.\or"t.
 
millie)!, l--'Jh i ch thf?
 
minimum breakeven sales volume hypermarkets and
 
(ic::tUElll '/, superstores may even be an 
outsized member of the supermarket family, v'Jh i c:h v-Jou 1dell" Dp 
them out of supermarket c:lassificatieln entirely. 
It pOS·::::.:i i:Jl E~ that i::'\ctually CC)~:.t c u.r-· \/ E? 
supe~markets today 
•
 
constructed averaqe cost curves. The curve is estimated such 
t.hat at lower sales volumes, the curve lies nearer the non-
s::;.c::anr·,inq c:ur"\/f':f, at higher sales levels, t.he C:UJ'"VE' 
ap p r" oac h ~.~.:::. the curve. (See Appendix Fl is 
at. lower sales and 
to c:ont.l nUi::= uso.;i. nq thE~ t: r" ad i t. i on a 1 r"f:?q i ster u 
t.his because smaller stores sense that they could 
not make efficient use of scanners. Possibly, 
that. I'" f..? c: E;\ :i....•' E' ~::. u c h volume manufacturer 
d i ~"c DU.n t..:; i ~:; to decrease their 
profit marqins so much that these stores can not afford tD 
remodel their checklanes. Perhaps the smaller stores, too, 
the trend toward :I. <::il'" q E:' r" c\\!oi di nq 
capital costs because they feel that they may not be around 
smaller stores have been around longer 
likC?l'/ to cont. i nu(~ to t: hE~ 
traditiDnal registers, most Df the newer, 
stores had scanners i n·::.tall E'd since their opening. 
!:::.mall E'I''', f ami I y ....·o~'JnE~d stores may use family 
E·~mp 1 oY(:?f:'~~:;. family members may put in more time than 
the average employee Dr work for wages lower than what larger 
chains pay in ordC?r to keep the family in busi.ness. 
thE rnoti Vt:~~::· o·f with traditional 
it may not be long before not em:!. 'l t 1'"' c:'l d i. t i on i::i:l. 
but. 
conclusions support I~ E! C (::.~ n t. qrowth of such large, 
equipped supermarkets as Cub FODds. 
:~:;() 
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thDuqh the 82 coefficient is nDt ~;:;t,,;\t i ~:;ti call y 
~:;iqni'fic:ant, i r"id i CElt i nq thdt 
chains dD experience some cost over independents. 
t.hE' continuing augmentation of 
independents seems to have diminished t.hat advantage. 
unionized thdn chains at 
all sales levels may suggest that chains see 
advantage to scanning than do independents. mCllr'(~ 
cClmplete data may result in a significant outcome. 
the results indicate that the current trends 
toward larger size stores, chains (or vertical inteQration of 
and scanning will continue into +utur-e. 
Surely~ the traditional register will become a 
thf:~ i nIp I i cat ion::; 
pop" store on the corner dCl not look promising. 
SCC)PE'? , if these superstores do succeed, competition in 
i nc:lu,:;t I'" Y may drastically decrease. 
large volume in Clrder to support their costs which means less 
stores per a given market. Ln i q op 0 1 :i E:'~::, E~V€;>n bf.':!(,:)i n tC) 
+Cit·"H::. once these stores begin '1':,0 ':;uppor-t 
artificially high food prices with exorbitant profits, t.he 
free market will ideally dictate t h f:'! en t r" <:'H'I c (~ 
into the industry which will bring profits i nto t.hE~ 
Once again, history repeats itself as the invisible 
hand shows its strength by sifting the inefficient firms out 
the supermarket industry of 
:::; :!. 
•
 
HC:.,:t ], qUI t(·,:' thF.:l 
t.F'C!'''lrlc)109'/ ~~Ji 11 be a major force :i.n 
shopping experience as it has in the past. 
FI'''om thi~:; ~::.tucly, 
further research. 1 made many crude assumptIons in order to 
vJC)I'" k vJi th the dElt.<:\ t.hE:\t. I had available t.o me. 
hypothesis with future data or more accurate or 
data would be interesting to investigate. A follow-up st.udy 
t.hE~ c h i:d. II 5 01'" 
between larger stores and scanninq would be very intriguing. 
an analysis of the trends t.hrough history and into the 
future mayor may not support my predictions for the future. 
that th(·? i ndustr-y ],::; 
unclPI"qoi nq a constant of change, and those changes can be 
to analyze and use to make fUl,·thf:?r" pt"edi cti un'::· 
about the future of the supermarket. 
APPENDIX A
 
Total Cost Data
 
Inventory 
cost 
InvCost 
16490.00 
22865.00 
21335.()O 
26435.00 
32555.00 
33915.00 
43520.00 
34935.00 
44625.00 
Inventory
 
cost
 
Labor 
+ +cost 
Wage Exp 
737501.44 
799463.80 
1147700.70 
1148083.40 
1646231.80 
1621776.00 
2290579.00 
2218245.10 
2786431.20 
2509954.30 
Capital
 
cost I
 
ElecReg $ 
1760
 
2120
 
2240
 
2400
 
2720
 
2880
 
2960
 
3200
 
3520
 
3480
 
TCI 
Tel 
755751.44 
824448.80 
1171275.70 
1176918.40 
1681506.80 
1658571.00 
2325754uO() 
2264965.10 
2824886.20 
2558059.30 
Scan 2%5 
-57140.00 
--56555.0C) 
-96360.()O 
-96100.00 
-145580.00 
-135320.00 
-175190.00 
-174800.00 
-214280.00 
-214345.00 
Capital
 
cost 2
 
..
 
TC2 
696851.44 
7657'73.80 
10726'75.'70 
1078418.40 
1543206.80 
1520371.00 
2147604.00 
2086965.10 
2607086.20 
2340234.30 
= TC2 
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APPENDIX B-Questionnaire • 
*All questions refer to supermarket scanning systems. 
l)Name of your company: 
2)What is the cost of a software system that ihcludes the following features? 
-inventory management -accounts payable 
-point of sale -payroll 
-sales analysis -general ledger 
-purchasing and receiving 
$---------­
3)What is the total cost of a hardware system with specifications:
 
-1 checklane, 1 workstation, 1:' printer, and 1 disk drive?
 
$-~--------
4-)What would be the cost per additional checklane? $ _
 
-per additional workstation? $

-per additional printer? $
 
-per additional disk drive?$ _ 
~)What would be the average annual maintenance cost of a system:(such as the
 
one described in question #3)1 $::----_' _
 
6)What is the average annual maintenance cost per checklane? $
 
-per workstation? ~
 
-per printer? $ -----­
-per disk drive? $, _ 
7)What amount of hardware (# of checklane scanners, # of workstations, # of
 
printers, and #. of disk drives) do supermarkets with the following weekly
 
sales volume require?
 
-$60,000 weekly sales? 
-$150,000 weekly sales? 
-$300,000 weekly sales? 
-$500,000 or more'weekly sales? 
8)What is the average aJIlount of sales one checklane scanner can accolllo.date 
in a. week? ,$ _ 
9)To the best of your knowledge, what %of your::.systems are being used for: 
-inventory control?~; % 
: _I . •. ".... 
-di.xeet store delivery? % 
%....oJ
-paYroll? __ • 
-point of sale? % 
-con't­
34 
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APPENDIX B-Questionriaire-Cdntt. 
-sales analysis? __--J% 
-purchasing and receiving? 
-----% 
t- 1 
-accounts payable? % 
-general ledger? % 
lO)What other information do you feel may be helpful in this research? 
Thank you again!! 
I. 
35 
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/ 
2-4 4-6 6-8 8-10 10-12 
SALES (millions) 
@- Supermarkets without scanning 
*- .Supermarkets with . scanning 
I- Independents 
C- Chains 
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APPENDIX G 
t. 1 
Average Cost Curves 
., 
@ C 
@ I @ I 
@ AC1 
@ C * I@ I 
* 
* C 
* I 
APPENDIX D
 
Regression Data
 
•
 
I. 1 
totalcost= BO+ Bl(NoSc/Sc)+ B2(in/chain)+ B3(siles)+~ 
totalcos NoSc/Se indchain Sales 
755751.44 1.00 1.00 3.0C
 
696851.44 0.00 1.00 ::'. 00
 
824448.80 1.00 0.00 3.00
 
76577:::;:.80 0.00 0.00 :3:.00
 
1171275.70 1.00 1.00 5.00 
1072675.70 0.00 1. ()O 5.00 
1176918.40 1.00 0.00 5.00 
1078418.40 0.00 0.00 5.00 
1681506.80 1.00 1.00 7.00 
1543206.80 0.00 1.00 7.00 
1658571.00 1.00 0.00 7.00 
1520371.00 0.00 0.00 7.00 
2:325754. 00 1.00 1.00 9.00 
2147604.00 0.00 1.00 9.00 
2264965. 10 1.00 0.00 9.00 
2086965.10 0.00 0.00 9.00 
2824886.20 1.00 1.00 11.00 
2607086.20 0.00 1.00 11.00 
2558059.30 1.00 0.00 11.00 
234(>234. 30 0.00 0.00 11.00 
".- '.-:... ",.,.... :: 
,.. ' ." 
' ...: 
',:"'. 
".: .:-.'. ',:,:-;;":. .- . 
,. 
,. 
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-APPENDIX E 
Regression Results. • 
OLS -- DEPENDENT VARIABLE: totalcD5 
::;: I i3Hf -i-j{'d\iD E3i" I f"l(:"\T!~~D '':-;f ?:1 ND(iFi! T' __ f3TAT' I :3T Ie
 
t){~F~ I P,BL.E ccn:.:: F F' I C I U,H E: I::;; f~ 0 F;:
 
·42 :l4EJ" ::~;)"~so:t ) T=:= 0.005 
1+2;' 4H. ;::'7~30 1 ) T= 1 • :::;ocj'::~;6 2()C'i() a 
')"' .y.~:; () II ~:3 ~:s (; Ll- ~:s ) Tc-:= ::::::l" '/'U927 () • C)(i() 
/1· CDn ~::.t £,ll""'; t -95502.07100()()O() T::::: (:. :l ~i2:1 
SAMPLE SIZE( :[ to 21) - 20 (DF=16l 
SUM OF SQUARED RESIDUALS - 142118841302.297438 
VAi~:[AI~CE (11SEl "- 8~3~32427581u393564 
STANDARD ERROR (ROOT MSE) ­
PIDaUE,TED
 
F····ST,:'ITIST·IC ( ::::::::::9. ::::; 1':1:::::;:::::3 (p=~O" 00(0)
 
SLWI DF RE:S I DU{~I_!3 .... ·····0.000000
 
I'jr:;- IAnalysis of Variance: Sour- c e ._' r J 
:---------------------_.-:-----------------_._ ..- ..-:-------:-_._---_.._..__._._.-; 
C1'. 04:2E+012: ::~;: ::::." 014E+012:
 
t~:e::; i. du.a 1 i 1. 42H'::+0.11 : 1,S: ~:3 .. t3t3~~'~[-:= , .. ()(jcJ :
 
Total : 9. 18,4E+012: 19: -4. E,1::::AE+Ol1 :
 
:._•••M_W ._. • ._.: •• ~_.-.-•••-_.:--••--------_---~ 
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